Type-2 fuzzy set can control the uncertainty information more effectively than conventional type-1 fuzzy set because its membership function is three-dimensional. In this paper we perform the identification of disease-related genes based on DNA microarray by type-2 fuzzy set theory and established type-2 fuzzy membership function to describe the differences of the gene expression values generated form normal people's genes and patient's. We also make a comparison between our type-2 fuzzy method with the traditional fuzzy method. The results suggest the type-2 FM-d values are significantly different, which make the identifications more reasonable and convincing than the original one.
Introduction
A DNA microarray is a multiplex technology applied in molecular biology. It consists of arrayed series of thousands of microscopic spots of DNA oligonucleotieds, called features, each containing picomoles of a specific DNA sequence known as probes or reporters. Since an array can contain tens of thousands of probes, a microarray experiment can accomplish many genetic tests in parallel. Therefore, microarray has dramatically accelerated many types of investigation [1] . Microarray is considered as an important tool for advancing the understanding of the DNA information, molecular, mechanism, biology and pathophysiology of critical illness. The expression of thousands of genes can be assessed, complex pathways can be more fully evaluated in a single experiment. Thus, microarrays could lead to discovery of new gene involved in disease processes.
Disease-associated gene identification is one of the most important areas of medical research today. It is known that certain diseases, such as cancer, are reflected in the change of the expression values of certain genes. For instance, due to genetic mutations, normal cells may become cancerous. These changes can affect the expression level of genes. Gene expression is the process of transcribing a gene's DNA sequence into RNA. A gene's expression level indicates the approximate number of copies of that gene's RNA produced in a cell and it is correlated with the amount of the corresponding proteins made. Analyzing gene expression data can indicate the genes which are differentially expressed in the diseased tissues. Several important breakthroughs and progress have been made [2] .
One effective approach of identifying genes that are associated with a disease is to measure the divergence of two sets of values of gene expression. Usually, they are patients' and normal people's expression data. In order to identify the genes that are associated with disease, one need to determine from each gene whether or not the two sets of expression values are significantly different from each other (Liang et al., 2006) . The two most popular methods to measure the divergence of two sets of values are t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum test [3] . According to Liang et al.'s work, both of these two methods have some limitations. The limitation of t-test is that it cannot distinguish two sets with close means even though the two sets are significantly different from each other. Another limitation is that it is very sensitive to extreme values. Although rank sum test overcomes the limitation of t-test in sensitivity to extreme values, it is not sensitive to absolute values. This might be advantageous to some application but not to others [2] . The word "different" itself is a fuzzy concept and fuzzy theory has many advantages in dealing with data containing uncertainty; therefore fuzzy approaches have been taken into consideration to analyze DNA microarrays. Liang et al. proposed the FM test and the experiment results suggests fuzzy method perform well in some data analyzing. However, some limitations still exist. The most obvious one is when the values of gene microarray data are very similar and lack over-expression, in which case the FM-d valves are very close or even equal to each other. That made the FMtest inadequate in distinguishing disease genes.
To overcome these problems, we introduce type-2 fuzzy set theory into the research of disease-associated gene identification. Type-2 fuzzy set is an extension of traditional fuzzy set, introduced by Zadeh [4] . Of course, employment of type-2 fuzzy sets usually increases the computational complexity in comparison with type-1 fuzzy sets due to the additional dimension of having to compute secondary grades for each primary membership. However, if type-1 fuzzy sets would not produce satisfactory results, employment of type-2 fuzzy sets for managing uncertainty may allow us to obtain desirable results [5] . Mizumoto and Tanaka have studied the set theoretic operations of type-2 sets, properties of membership grades of such sets, and have examined the operations of their algebraic product and algebraic sum [6] . Dubois and Prade have discussed the join and meet operations between fuzzy numbers under minimum t-norm [7] . Karnik and Mendel have provided a general formula for the extended sup-star composition of type-2 relations [8] [9] . Type-2 fuzzy sets have already been used in a number of applications, including decision making [10] [11], solving fuzzy relation equations [12] , and pre-processing of data [13] .
In this paper we establish the type-2 fuzzy membership function for identification of disease-associated genes on microarray data of patients and normal people. We call it type-2 fuzzy membership test (type-2 FM-test) and apply it to diabetes and lung cancer data. For the ten best-ranked genes of diabetes identified by the type-2 FM-test, 7 of them have been confirmed as diabetes associated genes according to genes description information in Genebank and the published literature. One more gene than original approaches is identified. Within the 10 best ranked genes identified in lung cancer data, 8 of them are confirmed by the literature which is associated with lung cancer treatment. The type-2 FM-d values are significantly different, which makes the identifications more reasonable and convincing than the original FM-test. In the next section, we introduce the theoretical background needed for a description of the type-2 FM-test which is detailed in Section Ⅲ, and we will give our results in Section Ⅳ.
Theoretical Background

Type-2 Fuzzy set
Type-2 fuzzy set was introduced as an extension of a type-1 fuzzy set by Zadeh [8] . Mizumoto and Tanaka studied the set theoretic operations and properties of membership grades of such sets and examined their operations of algebraic product and algebraic sum [6] . Karnik and Mendel extended the algorithms for performing union, intersection and complement for type-2 fuzzy sets [8] . Type-2 fuzzy sets and tools have now been widely used in many fields.
In this paper, we use the following notation and terminology: a type-2 fuzzy set in the universal set X, denoted as Ã, can be characterized by a type-2 fuzzy membership function µ Ã (x, u) as
where µ Ã (x) is the membership grade of x∈X, which is a type-1 fuzzy set in [0, 1]; J x is the primary membership of x, a memberships of the primary membership of x is called a secondary membership of x in Ã, denoted as f x (u). Figure 1 shows an example of a type-2 fuzzy membership function. The uncertainty in the primary membership, consisting of a bounded region by upper and lower membership functions is called the footprint of uncertainty (FOU) which can be expressed as Although type-2 fuzzy sets can be useful in modeling uncertainty where type-1 fuzzy sets cannot, the operations of type-2 fuzzy sets involve numerous embedded type-2 fuzzy sets which include all possible combinations of secondary membership values. Therefore, a large number of computations are required. However, interval type-2 fuzzy sets can reduce the computational complexity significantly [15] . Due to this property, we apply the interval type-2 fuzzy set instead of a general type-2 fuzzy set in this paper. An interval type-2 fuzzy set is a specific type-2 fuzzy set when
, and is expressed as Figure 2 shows the secondary membership function of an interval type-2 fuzzy set at x = 4, in which the secondary memberships are all equally weighted for each primary membership of x = 4. Therefore, Jx can be expressed as Figure 3 is a 3D plot of a type-2 fuzzy set whose secondary membership is a gauss function. As shown in the figure, the membership function of type-2 fuzzy sets is three-dimensional. 
Type-2 Fuzzy Membership
In this paper we apply interval Gaussian type-2 fuzzy sets to identification of disease-related genes. The FOU can be described in terms of upper and lower membership functions. In the application we use upper and lower membership functions to establish primary membership functions of diabetes data and lung cancer data. For the Gaussian primary membership function with uncertain mean, the upper membership function
where, for instance,
For the Gaussian primary membership function with uncertain standard deviation, the upper membership
These two examples illustrate how to define the upper and lower membership functions so that it is clear how to define them for other situations. However, for the problem in this paper, the upper and lower membership functions we established contain uncertainty both in mean and standard deviation. The plot is close to Figure 1. 
Type Reduction
In a type-1 fuzzy logic system, the output corresponding to each rule is a type-1 set in the output space. To obtain the final result, defuzzification is needed. For type-2 fuzzy logic system, this step is considered as "type reduction" [15] . According to type reduction, a type-2 fuzzy set turns into a traditional fuzzy set and then output a crisp number to represent the combined output e.g., the centroid defuzzifier finds the union of all the out put sets and uses the centroid of the union as the crisp output. The traditional method to obtain centroid of a type-1 set A, whose domain is discretized into N points is given as 
Method
In this section, based on the FM-test of Liang's work we propose type-2 fuzzy membership test for disease-associated gene identification. We also consider S1 and S2 as two sets of values of a particular feature for two groups of samples under two different conditions, but this time we will establish type-2 fuzzy membership for the two sets  S 1 and  S 2 . We choose the Gaussian function as the primary membership function. To avoid computational complexity, we apply the interval secondary membership function for this problem, which means all the secondary membership values are 1. Following the theoretical basis we introduced above, we should establish the upper and lower primary membership functions to describe the uncertainty in the gene expression data. In particular, this method is performed as follows:
1. Use the Gaussian function as the primary membership function to compute the mean (µ 1 , µ 2 ) and standard deviation (σ 1 , σ 2 ) of S 1 and S 2 .
2. For each set, we establish the upper and lower primary membership functions. Here, both the mean and the standard deviation will be uncertain. We use two parameters α and β which are in [0, 1] to control the uncertainty in mean and standard deviation respectively. In this paper, we set them all 0.5. Based on the FM-test and the rules of establishing upper and lower primary memberships for  S 1 , we obtain the upper primary membership as
, and the lower primary membership as
We can obtain the upper and lower primary membership functions similarly for  S 2 :
(1 ) 4.Calculate the divergence degree between the two sets based on the convergence degree.
Type-reduction is an important step for type-2 fuzzy sets.
In our application, x X ∀ ∈ , a primary membership interval This type reduced membership ( ) x µ maps each value x in S 1 or S 2 into a membership value to quantify the degree that x belongs to type-2 fuzzy set  S 1 or  S 2 . For simplicity,
To compute the overall bond between S 1 and S 2 , we define type-2 FM c-values and d-values based on Liang et al. [2] . Definition 3.13 (Type-2 FM c-values): Given two sets S1 and S2, the convergence degree between S1 and S2 in FMtest is defined as
We define the divergence value as follows: Definition 3.14: Given two sets S 1 and S 2 , the divergence degree between S1 and S2 in the FM-test is defined as
Result and Discussion
In this section, we apply type-2 FM-test to a diabetes expression dataset and a lung cancer expression dataset, respectively. Meanwhile, we make a comparison with the results of traditional FM-test by Liang et al. The first dataset is a diabetes dataset of microarray gene expression data. It contains 10831 genes and is downloaded from [16] . For each gene in this dataset, there are 10 expression values, five from a group of insulin-sensitive (IS) people and five from a group of insulin-resistant (IR) people. To make this data more reliable, only the genes that have null expression values are included in this analysis. Meanwhile, we also require that, for a gene to be included, at least five out of its ten expression values are greater than 100.
Analysis of Diabetes Dataset
Ten best-ranked genes of diabetes identified by the type-2 FM-test and the original FM-test are shown in Table I . From this table we see that the results of the two methods are not much different. We identified gene U61734 and gene Z26491 by type-2 FM-test instead of gene U06452 and gene X57959 identified by the FM-test. Gene U06452 and gene X57959 are just candidate genes for diabetes mentioned in some published papers, but no biological evidence was put forward to confirm that they are related with diabetes [2, 16] . However, for gene Z26491, the homo sapiens gene for catechol o-methyltrans-fease (COMT), was found to be differently expressed and helpful for treatment in diabetic rats. Ref. [17] compared the activity of COMT in the livers of diabetic rats with that in normal rats; the result suggested the activity of COMT is lower in diabetic rats than in normal rats. Lal et al [18] examined the effect of nitecapone, an inhibitor of the dopamine-metabolizing enzyme COMT and a potent antioxidant, on functional and cellular determinants of renal function in rats with diabetes. The results suggested that the COMT inhibitory and antioxidant properties of nitecapone provide a protective therapy against the development of diabetic nephropathy [18] . These works proved that gene Z26491 is related with diabetes or treatment. In the remaining genes, U45973, M60858, L07648, L07033, X53586, X81003 are diabetes associated genes according to the current literature [2] . D85181, M95610 and U06452 are recommended as candidate diabetes genes by Liang et al. [2] , while X57959 was recommended in Yang et al. [12] . We recommended gene U61734 as candidate gene for future research in this field. From the comparison, one more disease-associated gene is identified by the type-2 FM-test.
Analysis of Lung Cancer Dataset
Table II shows ten best-ranked genes of lung cancer identified by the two approaches. The results are very different. In the result obtained by the type-2 FM-test, 8 disease associated genes are identified. MFNG is a member of the fringe gene family which also includes radical and lunatic fringe genes. They all encode evolutionarily conserved secreted proteins that act in the Notch receptor pathway. The activity of fringe proteins can alter Notch signaling [19] . Activation of the Notch 1 signaling pathway can impair small cell lung cancer viability [20] . The protein encoded by CTSW is found associated with the membrane inside the endoplasmic reticulum of natural killer (NK) [19] . NK cells play a major role in the rejection of tumors and cells infected by viruses [21] . ALDH3B1 is highly expressed in kidney and lung [19] . Marchitti et al. [22] found ALDH3B1 expression was upregulated in a high percentage of human tumors; particularly in lung cancer cell the value is highest. Increasing ALDH3B1 expression in tumor cells may confirm a growth advantage or be the result of an induction mechanism mediated by increasing oxidative stress [22] . LPCAT1 activity is required to achieve the levels of SatPC essential for the transition to air breathing [23] and it is also upregulated in cancerous lung [24] . Gene PDE3B was mentioned in [25] as the most significantly amplified gene in the tumors. CITED2 is required for fetal lung maturation [26] . Researchers found CITED2 was highly expressed in lung cancer but not in normal tissues, which demonstrates that CITED2 plays a key role in lung cancer progression [27] . Gene DLC1 encodes protein deleted in liver cancer [2] . This gene is deleted in the primary tumor of hepatocellular carcinoma. It maps to 8p22-p21.3, a region frequently deleted in solid tumors. It is suggested that this gene is a tumor suppressor gene for human liver cancer, as well as for prostate, lung, colorectal and breast cancers [19] . 8 disease-associated genes are identified by the original FM-test method [2] . However, when we applied the FM-test on lung cancer data, there are more than 80 genes having the same FM d-values; they are all equal to one, which made it difficult to rank and distinguish disease associated genes from others. We have to choose the overexpressed genes from these 80 genes for analysis, which made the task more complicated, and it may miss some important genes. The reason is that the gene expression values in lung cancer microarray data are very close to each other, and the original data is noisy. The FM-test does not seem to be able to deal with these factors suitably.
Conclusion
We proposed a type-2 FM-test approach based on the type-2 fuzzy set theory and the work of Liang et al. [2] . This approach was then applied on diabetes and lung cancer microarray data. For each data set, we analyzed 10 bestranked genes. In diabetes data, we identified 7 genes which have been confirmed to be related to diabetes or treatment in the published literature. In lung cancer data, we also identified 7 genes. The type-2 FM d-values are significantly different for each gene, which makes the ranking more reasonable than from the original FM-test. The type-2 FM test performs better than the original FM test when analyzing microarray data containing similar expression values and noise.
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